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Western Civilization - Jackson J. Spielvogel 2012
Jackson J. Spielvogel's bestselling text offers a clear narrative of political,
economic, religious, social, intellectual, cultural, and military facets of
history, unveiling the fascinating intricacies of Western civilization.
Renowned for its engaging writing and multitude of maps and primary
sources, this new edition enchances student comprehension by offering
focus questions, new review questions and key terms lists, an on-page
pronunciation guide, and expanded chapter summaries that facilitate
study of the chapter's key concets. This new AP edition includes end-ofchapter multiple-choice review questions in AP format, as well as a set of
DBQs at the end of the text. In addition, an introduction to students
describes the test and suggests ways to prepare for it. - Back cover.
World Civilizations - Peter N. Stearns 2007
With 83 additional outline and four-color maps, World Civilizations: The
Global Experience, Fifth Edition, Atlas Edition, helps students with
geography, one of the most difficult aspects of World history courses for
many. The maps are accompanied by review questions that call on
students to identify important geographical areas and think critically
about the connection between geography and historical events. The
maps are on perforated pages and are organized by chapter so that they
can be assigned easily and collected. The primary goal of World
Civilizations is to present a truly global history—since the development of
agriculture and herding to the present. Using a unique periodization, this
book divides the main periods of human history according to changes in
the nature and extent of global contacts. This global world history text
emphasizes the major stages in the interactions among different peoples
and societies, while also assessing the development of major societies.
Presenting social and cultural as well as political and economic aspects,
the book examines key civilizations in world history. World Civilizations
balances this discussion of independent developments in the world's
major civilizations with comparative analysis of the results of global
contact.
The Story of Civilization - Phillip Campbell 2016-03-15

Americas, and the Khanates of Central Asia. It includes 350 high-quality
images and maps, chronologies, and learning questions to help guide
student learning. Its digital nature allows students to follow links to
applicable sources and videos, expanding their educational experience
beyond the textbook. It provides a new and free alternative to traditional
textbooks, making World History an invaluable resource in our modern
age of technology and advancement.
Streams of Civilization - Mary Stanton 1999-05-03
This world history text provides a comprehensive overview of ancient
history from Creation through the 1620s, from a Christian perspective.
Extensive vocabulary questions and suggested projects are listed
throughout the text. The text is beautifully illustrated and contains
numerous high-quality maps in two-color. Grade 9.
The Travels of Marco Polo, the Venetian - Marco Polo 1914
The Heritage of World Civilizations - Albert M. Craig 2008-01-01
For undergraduate level World Civilization or World History courses.
This comprehensive, accessible survey of world history has been
extensively revised to provide an even more global and comparative
perspective on the events and processes that have shaped our
increasingly interdependent world. Written by leading scholars in their
respective fields, Heritage of World Civilizations, 8/e, combines unusually
strong and thorough coverage of the unique heritage of Asian, African,
Islamic, Western, and American civilizations, while highlighting the role
of the world's great religious and philosophical traditions.
A History of the Armenian People: Pre-history to 1500 A.D - George
A. Bournoutian 1995
The Oxford Handbook of Food History - Jeffrey M. Pilcher 2012-10-16
Food matters, not only as a subject of study in its own right, but also as a
medium for conveying critical messages about capitalism, the
environment, and social inequality to diverse audiences. Recent
scholarship on the subject draws from both a pathbreaking body of
secondary literature and an inexhaustible wealth of primary sources-from ancient Chinese philosophical tracts to McDonald's menus-contributing new perspectives to the historical study of food, culture, and
society, and challenging the limits of history itself. The Oxford Handbook
of Food History places existing works in historiographical context,
crossing disciplinary, chronological, and geographic boundaries while
also suggesting new routes for future research. The twenty-seven essays
in this book are organized into five sections: historiography, disciplinary
approaches, production, circulation, and consumption of food. The first
two sections examine the foundations of food history, not only in relation
to key developments in the discipline of history itself--such as the French
Annales school and the cultural turn--but also in anthropology, sociology,
geography, pedagogy, and the emerging Critical Nutrition Studies. The
following three sections sketch various trajectories of food as it travels
from farm to table, factory to eatery, nature to society. Each section
balances material, cultural, and intellectual concerns, whether
juxtaposing questions of agriculture and the environment with the notion
of cookbooks as historical documents; early human migrations with
modern culinary tourism; or religious customs with social activism. In its
vast, interdisciplinary scope, this handbook brings students and scholars
an authoritative guide to a field with fresh insights into one of the most
fundamental human concerns.
Communication Between Cultures - Larry A. Samovar 2016-01-01
Packed with current research and examples, bestselling
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CULTURES, 9E equips readers with a
deep understanding and appreciation of different cultures while helping
them develop practical communication skills. Part I introduces the study
of communication and culture; Part II focuses on the ability of culture to
shape and modify our view of reality; Part III puts the theory of
intercultural communication into practice; and Part IV converts

Buku Sakti Menaklukkan dan Menguasai Orang Lain - Dewi Indra
P. 2020-06-25
“Charisma is a sparkle in people that money can’t buy. It’s an invisible
energy with visible effects.” ~ Marianne Williamson Benar apa yang
dikatakan Marianne Williamson, karisma adalah kilau pada seseorang
yang tidak dapat dibeli dengan uang. Karisma adalah energi yang tidak
terlihat, namun memiliki efek yang terlihat. Karisma adalah energi
magnet, kualitas yang mengekspresikan kepercayaan dan kekuatan,
membangkitkan loyalitas dan kekaguman dari orang lain. Pernahkah kita
terpukau dengan seseorang yang tidak kita kenal sebelumnya, hanya
karena melihatnya? Atau kita melakukan apa yang telah diucapkan
seseorang, meskipun kita tidak mengenalnya? Beberapa orang dilahirkan
dengan karisma alami dan kepribadian yang menarik yang secara
magnetis menarik orang lain kepada mereka. Namun, karisma bukanlah
sesuatu yang harus Anda miliki sejak lahir. Ini adalah keterampilan yang
bisa dipelajari. Mempelajari cara mengembangkan kepribadian
karismatik akan membantu Anda menjadi magnet, dan dengan mudah
memengaruhi orang-orang di sekitar Anda. Karisma membuat orang
menyukai Anda, memercayai Anda, dan yang penting, ingin berinteraksi
dengan Anda. Lantas bagaimana cara mempelajarinya? Buka dulu buku
ini untuk menemukan jawabannya!
World History - Eugene Berger 2016-09-30
World History: Cultures, States, and Societies to 1500 offers a
comprehensive introduction to the history of humankind from prehistory
to 1500. Authored by six USG faculty members with advance degrees in
History, this textbook offers up-to-date original scholarship. It covers
such cultures, states, and societies as Ancient Mesopotamia, Ancient
Israel, Dynastic Egypt, India's Classical Age, the Dynasties of China,
Archaic Greece, the Roman Empire, Islam, Medieval Africa, the
the-heritage-of-world-civilizations-8th-edition-notes
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knowledge into action. This is the only text to consistently emphasize
religion and history as key variables in intercultural communication.
Compelling examples help readers examine their own assumptions,
perceptions, and cultural biases--so they can understand the subtle and
profound ways culture affects communication. The ninth edition offers
expanded discussions of the impact of globalization, a new chapter on
intercultural communication competence, and more coverage of new
technology. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Take a Stand! Ancient Civilizations Socratic Discussion in History
Teacher Edition - John De Gree 2019-04-11
This is the Teacher Edition of the Co-op or Charter School version of
Take a Stand! Ancient Civilizations
The Nation, Europe, and the World - Soysal Schissler 2005
Textbooks in history, geography & the social sciences provide important
insights to the ways in which societies function. Based on case studies
from Europe, Japan & the United States, this volume shows how
concepts of space & time have changed people's view of their countries
& of the world as a whole.
World Civilizations - Peter N. Stearns 2014-01-08
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your
course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing
your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book
with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. 0133828190 /
9780133828191 World Civilizations: The Global Experience, Volume 2
Plus NEW MyHistoryLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of 0205206549 / 9780205206544 NEW MyHistoryLab
with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card 0205986285 /
9780205986286 World Civilizations: The Global Experience, Volume 2 -Presents a truly global history This global world history text emphasizes
the major stages in societies' different interactions and assesses the
development of major societies. Encompassing social, cultural, political
and economic history, the authors examine key civilizations in world
history. World Civilizations balances the discussion of independent
developments in the world's major civilizations with comparative analysis
of the results of global contact. MyHistoryLab is an integral part of the
Stearns/Adas/Schwartz/Gilbert program. An integrated etext and and
engaging resources bring history to life for students.
Law In The Sociological Enterprise - Dennis D. Cordell 2019-03-11

invaluable resource will be of primary interest to students of the Islamic
tradition, especially in regard to Qur'anic piety, Muslim ritual practice,
and fundamental structures of Islamic thought. It will also be of interest
to students of the comparative history of religion, especially as regards
the phenomenon of scripture and its analogs.Graham's work in Islamic
studies focuses largely on the analysis and interpretation of the religious
dimensions of ritual action, scriptural piety, textual authority/revelation,
tradition, and major concepts, such as grace and transcendence. His
work in the comparative history of religion has focused in particular on
the problem of scripture as a cross-cultural religious phenomenon that is
more complex than simply sacred text. This invaluable resource will be of
primary interest to students of the Islamic tradition, especially as
regards Qur'anic piety, Muslim ritual practice, and fundamental
structures of Islamic thought, and to students of the comparative history
of religion, especially as regards the phenomenon of scripture and its
analogs.
Muslim Contributions to World Civilization - M. Basheer Ahmed
2005
The brilliant contributions of Islam to science, art, and culture, are a
timeless and precious heritage, which should be historically preserved
for future generations. The great achievements of Muslim scholars are
rarely if at all acknowledged in formal education, and today their
identity, origins and impact remain largely obscure. This collection of
papers aims to give readers a brief introduction to the intellectual history
of Muslims and the contributions that eminent Muslim scholars have
made in certain specific fields of knowledge including basic and applied
physical and biological sciences, medicine, legal and political theories
and practices, economic and financial concepts, models, and institutions,
etc.
History and Historiography of Post-Mongol Central Asia and the Middle
East - John E. Woods 2006
Introduction / Judith Pfeiffer & Sholeh A. Quinn -- |t The Mongol world
empire. -- |t World-conquest and local accomodation: threat and
blandishment in Mongol diplomacy / |r Peter Jackson -- |t "Stuck in the
throat of Chingīz Khān:" envisioning the Mongol conquests in some Sufi
accounts from the 14th to 17th centuries / |r Devin de Weese -- |t The
Qongrat in history / |r İsenbike Togan -- |t References to economic and
cultural life in Anatolia in the letters of Rashīd al-Dīn / |r Zeki Velidi
Togan, trans. Gery Leiser -- |t Autonomous enclaves in Islamic states:
temlîks, soyurghals, yurdluḳ-ocaḳlıḳs, mâlikâne-muḳâṭaʿas and awqāf / |r
Halil İnalcık -- |t The early Persian historiography of Anatolia / |r Charles
Melville -- |t Aḥmad Tegüder's second letter to Qalāʼūn (682/1283) / |r
Judith Pfeiffer -- |t The age of Timur. -- |t A note on the life and works of
Ibn ʿArabshāh / |r R.D. McChesney -- |t On the Persian original Vālidiyya
of Khvāja Aḥrār / |r Eiji Mano.
World Civilizations - Philip J. Adler 2016-09-28
For an accessible, comprehensive global survey of the world's major
civilizations, Adler and Pouwels's WORLD CIVILIZATIONS offers a great
balance between detail and brevity. This unique student-oriented text
offers 53 short chapters accompanied by strong pedagogy and critical
thinking tools, giving instructors the flexibility to assign a wide range of
major topics in world history in a variety of different ways, while making
learning more manageable for students. The focused treatment of topics
throughout history covers every major epoch and follows broad patterns
and processes, while illuminating history through specific examples and
a particular emphasis on social and cultural topics. Among other
updates, the eighth edition includes new content that illustrates how the
world has become increasingly interdependent, gives more attention to
the non-Western world and its peoples, and provides sharper focus on
the importance of women in history. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Shofar - 1996

World Civilizations: Volume I: To 1700 - Philip Adler 2007-11-27
Short chapters, great stories, and tons of study tools! Adler and
Pouwels’s WORLD CIVILIZATIONS is a vibrant introduction to world
history structured to meet the demands of your study schedule. It’s
clearly written, packed with charts and illustrations, and loaded with
review features so you’ll be up to date in class and ready for the test.
And, because WORLD CIVILIZATIONS offers extensive coverage of Asia,
Africa, and the Middle East, you’ll have timely historical insights into the
issues that make today’s news. Get WORLD CIVILIZATIONS and discover
how having all the information you need to know for the test really does
equal a better grade. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
The Heritage of World Civilizations, Combined - Albert M. Craig
1993-10

World Heritage Sites - UNESCO 2014-09-11
Explore the world's most treasured places, preserved and protected for
all humanity and for all generations to come. Each site has an entry
explaining its historical and cultural significance, with a description and
location map.
World Civilizations - Philip J. Adler 2014-01-01
For an accessible, comprehensive global survey of the world's major
civilizations, Adler and Pouwels's WORLD CIVILIZATIONS offers a great
balance between detail and brevity. This unique student-oriented text
offers 53 short chapters accompanied by strong pedagogy and critical
thinking tools, giving instructors the flexibility to assign a wide range of

Forthcoming Books - Rose Arny 2004
Islamic and Comparative Religious Studies - William Albert Graham 2010
William A. Graham, a leading international scholar in the field of Islamic
Studies, gathers together his selected writings in this volume under
three sections: 1. History and Interpretation of Islamic Religion; 2. The
Qur'an as Scripture, and 3. Scripture in the History of Religion. This
the-heritage-of-world-civilizations-8th-edition-notes
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major topics in world history in a variety of different ways, while making
learning more manageable for students. The focused treatment of topics
throughout history covers every major epoch and follows broad patterns
and processes, while illuminating history through specific examples and
a particular emphasis on social and cultural topics. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Islamic and Comparative Religious Studies - William A. Graham
2017-05-15
William A Graham, a leading international scholar in the field of Islamic
Studies, gathers together his selected writings under three sections:
1.History and Interpretation of Islamic Religion; 2.The Qur'an as
Scripture, and 3. Scripture in the History of Religion. Each section opens
with a new introduction by Graham, and a bibliography of his works is
included. Graham's work in Islamic studies focuses largely on the
analysis and interpretation of the religious dimensions of ritual action,
scriptural piety, textual authority/revelation, tradition, and major
concepts, such as grace and transcendence. His work in the comparative
history of religion has focused in particular on the 'problem' of scripture
as a cross-cultural religious phenomenon that is more complex than
simply 'sacred text'. This invaluable resource will be of primary interest
to students of the Islamic tradition, especially as regards Qur'anic piety,
Muslim 'ritual' practice, and fundamental structures of Islamic thought,
and to students of the comparative history of religion, especially as
regards the phenomenon of 'scripture' and its analogs.
Ancient Civilizations of Africa - G. Mokhtar 1981-01-01
Deals with the period beginning at the close of the Neolithic era, from
around the eighth millennium before our era. This period of some 9,000
years of history has been sub-divided into four major geographical zones,
following the pattern of African historical research. Chapters 1 to 12
cover the corridor of the Nile, Egypt and Nubia. Chapters 13 to 16 relate
to the Ethiopian highlands. Chapters 17 to 20 describe the part of Africa
later called the Magrhib and its Saharan hinterland. Chapters 21 to 29,
the rest of Africa as well as some of the islands of the Indian Ocean.-Publisher's description
How the Irish Saved Civilization - Thomas Cahill 2010-04-28
The perfect St. Patrick's Day gift, and a book in the best tradition of
popular history -- the untold story of Ireland's role in maintaining
Western culture while the Dark Ages settled on Europe. Every year
millions of Americans celebrate St. Patrick's Day, but they may not be
aware of how great an influence St. Patrick was on the subsequent
history of civilization. Not only did he bring Christianity to Ireland, he
instilled a sense of literacy and learning that would create the conditions
that allowed Ireland to become "the isle of saints and scholars" -- and
thus preserve Western culture while Europe was being overrun by
barbarians. In this entertaining and compelling narrative, Thomas Cahill
tells the story of how Europe evolved from the classical age of Rome to
the medieval era. Without Ireland, the transition could not have taken
place. Not only did Irish monks and scribes maintain the very record of
Western civilization -- copying manuscripts of Greek and Latin writers,
both pagan and Christian, while libraries and learning on the continent
were forever lost -- they brought their uniquely Irish world-view to the
task. As Cahill delightfully illustrates, so much of the liveliness we
associate with medieval culture has its roots in Ireland. When the seeds
of culture were replanted on the European continent, it was from Ireland
that they were germinated. In the tradition of Barbara Tuchman's A
Distant Mirror, How The Irish Saved Civilization reconstructs an era that
few know about but which is central to understanding our past and our
cultural heritage. But it conveys its knowledge with a winking wit that
aptly captures the sensibility of the unsung Irish who relaunched
civilization. BONUS MATERIAL: This ebook edition includes an excerpt
from Thomas Cahill's Heretics and Heroes.
Beowulf - 2012-03-01
Finest heroic poem in Old English celebrates the exploits of Beowulf, a
young nobleman of southern Sweden. Combines myth, Christian and
pagan elements, and history into a powerful narrative. Genealogies.
Marking the "Invisible" - Andrea M. Hawkman 2020-04-01
Substantial research has been put forth calling for the field of social
studies education to engage in work dealing with the influence of race
and racism within education and society (Branch, 2003; Chandler, 2015;
Chandler & Hawley, 2017; Husband, 2010; King & Chandler, 2016;
Ladson-Billings, 2003; Ooka Pang, Rivera & Gillette, 1998). Previous
contributions have examined the presence and influence of race/ism
within the field of social studies teaching and research (e.g. Chandler,
2015, Chandler & Hawley, 2017; Ladson-Billings, 2003; Woyshner &
the-heritage-of-world-civilizations-8th-edition-notes

Bohan, 2012). In order to challenge the presence of racism within social
studies, research must attend to the control that whiteness and white
supremacy maintain within the field. This edited volume builds from
these previous works to take on whiteness and white supremacy directly
in social studies education. In Marking the “Invisible”, editors assemble
original contributions from scholars working to expose whiteness and
disrupt white supremacy in the field of social studies education. We
argue for an articulation of whiteness within the field of social studies
education in pursuit of directly challenging its influences on teaching,
learning, and research. Across 27 chapters, authors call out the
strategies deployed by white supremacy and acknowledge the depths by
which it is used to control, manipulate, confine, and define identities,
communities, citizenships, and historical narratives. This edited volume
promotes the reshaping of social studies education to: support the
histories, experiences, and lives of Students and Teachers of Color,
challenge settler colonialism and color-evasiveness, develop racial
literacy, and promote justice-oriented teaching and learning. Praise for
Marking the “Invisible” "As the theorization of race and racism continues
to gain traction in social studies education, this volume offers a muchneeded foundational grounding for the field. From the foreword to the
epilogue, Marking the “Invisible” foregrounds conversations of whiteness
in notions of supremacy, dominance, and rage. The chapters offer an
opportunity for social studies educators to position critical theories of
race such as critical race theory, intersectionality, and settler colonialism
at the forefront of critical examinations of whiteness. Any social studies
educator -researcher concerned with the theorization or teaching of race
should engage with this text in their work." Christopher L. Busey,
University of Florida
Routledge Handbook of Public Diplomacy - Nancy Snow 2008-11-01
The Routledge Handbook of Public Diplomacy provides a comprehensive
overview of public diplomacy and national image and perception
management, from the efforts to foster pro-West sentiment during the
Cold War to the post-9/11 campaign to "win the hearts and minds" of the
Muslim world. Editors Nancy Snow and Philip Taylor present materials
on public diplomacy trends in public opinion and cultural diplomacy as
well as topical policy issues. The latest research in public relations,
credibility, soft power, advertising, and marketing is included and
institutional processes and players are identified and analyzed. While the
field is dominated by American and British research and developments,
the book also includes international research and comparative
perspectives from other countries. Published in association with the USC
Center on Public Diplomacy at the Annenberg School based at the
University of Southern California.
World Heritage Sites - Unesco 2018
"The eighth edition fully updates the book to add 42 new sites. World
Heritage sites are judged under strict criteria with a view to the aim that
they reflect the world's cultural and natural diversity and are of
outstanding universal value. World Heritage Sites attracts a general
readership as well as travellers and those with an interest in natural or
human history, the Earth sciences, geography, conservation of the
environment, wildlife and habitats; and planning and preservation."-World Civilizations - Peter N. Stearns 2014-01-02
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your
course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing
your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book
with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. 0133828204 /
9780133828207 World Civilizations: The Global Experience, Combined
Volume Plus NEW MyHistoryLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card
Package Package consists of: 0205206549 / 9780205206544 NEW
MyHistoryLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card 0205986307
/ 9780205986309 World Civilizations: The Global Experience, Combined
Volume -- Presents a truly global history This global world history text
emphasizes the major stages in societies' different interactions and
assesses the development of major societies. Encompassing social,
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cultural, political and economic history, the authors examine key
civilizations in world history. World Civilizations balances the discussion
of independent developments in the world's major civilizations with
comparative analysis of the results of global contact. MyHistoryLab is an
integral part of the Stearns/Adas/Schwartz/Gilbert program. An
integrated etext and and engaging resources bring history to life for
students.
The Heritage of World Civilizations - Albert M. Craig 2007
Accompanying CD-ROM in v. 2 contains over 200 documents.
Orientalism - Edward W. Said 2014-10-01
More than three decades after its first publication, Edward Said's
groundbreaking critique of the West's historical, cultural, and political
perceptions of the East has become a modern classic. In this wideranging, intellectually vigorous study, Said traces the origins of
"orientalism" to the centuries-long period during which Europe
dominated the Middle and Near East and, from its position of power,
defined "the orient" simply as "other than" the occident. This entrenched
view continues to dominate western ideas and, because it does not allow
the East to represent itself, prevents true understanding. Essential, and
still eye-opening, Orientalism remains one of the most important books
written about our divided world.
Ancient Civilizations Through the Renaissance - Stanley Mayer Burstein
2010-12-31

The Revel -- Print Offer Sticker -- For Heritage of World
Civilizations - Albert M Craig 2018-05-26
Ancient China for Kids - Early Dynasties, Civilization and History |
Ancient History for Kids | 6th Grade Social Studies - Baby Professor
2018-05-15
Ancient China has a history very rich in culture and traditions. It has
gone through leaders and dynasties, and all of these transformed China
until it became the cultural and economic hub that it is today. Read
about China’s ancient history without the trouble of being bored. You can
use this picture book to gather knowledge about the topic. Grab a copy
now.
U.S. History - P. Scott Corbett 2017-12-19
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the
necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and
students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and sequence
requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and
major developments that together form the American experience, with
particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender.
The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the
people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from both
the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

The British National Bibliography - Arthur James Wells 2009
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